Verbal information verification (VIV) is one of the approaches for speaker authentication [I]. It is a process in which the spoken utterance of a claimed speaker is verified against the key information in speaker's registered profile. VIV in English has been extensively studied and there has also been some work on Mandarin VIV. In the paper, we study the VlV for users who speak Cantonese, the most commonly used dialect in Southern China and Hong Kong. We propose a new technique for anti-modeling. It uses contextindependent Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) instead of the conventional Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Experiments on SO Cantonese native speakers show that the proposed method provides better separation of verification scores of claimant utterances from that of impostor utterances than the HMM based method. An equal error rate of 0.00% is attained with robust interval up to 15%, which manifests an. excellent performance.
INTRODUCTION
To ensure the proper access to private information or security systems, automatic user authentication is necessary. Traditional methods using password, personal identification number (PIN) and signature to verify the identity of users have been used for a long time. On the other hand, biometrics based techniques that recognize a person using hisher physiological or behavior characteristics is becoming the foundation of an extensive array of highly secure identification and personal verification solution. Useful biometric features include face, fingerprints, voice, etc. Among them, voice is the most convenient one in that it is easy to produce, capture and transmit for remote processing.
The process of confming a speaker's identity is referred to as speaker authentication (SA) . If the decision is based on voice characteristics, the task is named speaker verification (SV). Research on SV technology has made significant progress in the past few years. There are however still some problems left to be resolved for real-world applications, e.g. acoustic environment mismatch and the inconvenience caused by the requirement of enrollment [3] . Speaker verification doesn't utilize the verbal content of a pass-phrase explicitly. However, verbal 0-7803-8678-7/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE 297 information is obviously a useful knowledge for authentication. Verbal information verification was proposed as a complementary technique for speaker authentication [I] . It requires the user to speak out hisher personal information such as name, birth date and residence address in order to verify the identity. Different kinds of questions can be asked to implement different security levels, which could be used for users with different level of authorities when accessing a security system. Meanwhile, VIV doesn't require the enrollment process and hence suffer less from the acoustic mismatch problem. There are two approaches for VIV, which are based on the techniques of automatic speech recognition (ASR) and utterance verification (UV) respectively. UV is preferred to ASR since the ASR approach doesn't effectively utilize the registered information in the user's profile 111. In a UV system, there are three key modules that determine the system's performance [I] . They are the target models, anti-models and confidence measure. In this paper, a Cantonese VIV system is implemented and evaluated. We propose to use Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) to realize the antimodels. Experimental results show that GMM based anti-models perform better than the conventional Hidden Markov Models.
The UV approach for VIV will be described in the next section. Then the design of target models and antimodels for Cantonese VIV is discussed in Section 3.
Experimental results for Cantonese VIV are presented and analyzed in Section 4. Finally in Section 5, a conclusion will be drawn. Figure 1 gives the details of the utterance verification approach for VIV. The input utterance is first aligned with a sequence of subword units transcribed from the expected answer. This is done with speaker-independent (SI) acoustic models. ARenvards, for each subword, the likelihood scores from the corresponding target model and the anti-model are computed for hypothesis test [1] [2] . Decisions will be made on both the subword and the utterance levels. In this study, the confidence measure for subword unit n in an observed speech segment 0, is defined as [I] , where and xn denote respectively the corresponding target model and anti-model for the subword unit n. For utterance-level decision, the results of subword tests need to be combined. In this work, we adopt the normalized confidence measure as defined in [I] . If the utterance contains N subword units, the normalized confidence measure is given by, where.
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Fig. 1 Utterance Verification Approach for VIV
In Eqn. (I), the subword-level confidence score is normalized using the negative likelihood score from the anti-model. By doing so, it is expected that the confidence measures for different subword units would have similar dynamic range of values. As a result, the threshold 8 becomes subword independent.
The utterance-level confidence score M has the value between 0 and 1. It can be roughly interpreted as the percentage of acceptable subwords in the test utterance. When M is larger than a threshold, the utterance will be accepted and the user's identity is verified. Otherwise it will be rejected. In order to enhance the security level, sequential utterance verification is commonly adopted for VIV. It means that more than one test utterances are used. The user would be accepted only if all of the utterances pass the test.
Due to variability of speech signals, the computed confidence measure may not have the same value if the same person speaks the same utterance twice. The concept of robust interval was introduced to provide certain flexibility in system design. It allows the system to accept an utterance even if the confidence measure is lower than that of previous trials. The robust interval is defined as the maximum percentage of threshold relaxation so that false rejection (FR) can be avoided. Besides, the SI target models and anti-models 'are both trained on-the-fly. This is important for real-time application.
MODEL DESIGN FOR CANTONESE VIV
General considerations
In VIV, the primiuy role of the target models is to provide accurate time alignment of the sub-word units for the subsequent processing. Inaccurate sub-word alignment will cause bad effect on subsequent processing. Context-dependent acoustic modeling at phoneme level is considered to be most appropriate for the target model. On the other hand, anti-models should be designed to separate the data (speech containing the expected subwords) from the non-data (speech not containing the expected subwords) as much as possible PI. In this research, the target models used for Cantonese VIV are speaker-independent and contextdependent Initial-Final models. Each Initial HMM has 3 states and each Final HMM has 5 states. The HMMs were trained on 20 hours of continuous speech database in the CUSENT corpus collected at the Chinese University of Hong Kong [ 5 ] . For base syllable recognition in Cantonese, Tri-IF gave the best accuracy of 80.54% and Bi-IF attained 79.1 1%.
Cantonese
Anti-models
To facilitate the hypothesis test in UV, anti-models for different INITIALS and FINALS need to be established. Anti-models can be either context-dependent or contextindependent. In Mandarin VIV [6], it was reported that the performance with CD anti-models is worse than that by CI anti-models.
Let a denote a subword unit being modeled and XaY be one of its contextual variation, where X and Y denote the left and right context respectively. In CD antimodeling, the anti-model for XaY is trained by the data that are labeled as XdY In our implementation, the subword acoustic models are first grouped by decision-tree tying method. As a result, six and nine clusters are generated for Initials and Finals respectively. All models belonging to the same cluster share an anti-model, which is trained by the data i?om all the other clusters. Intuitively, the topology of anti-models should be the same as that of target models. In other words, the anti-models for Initial and Final would be left-to-right HMMs that have 3 and 5 states respectively. In this study, we propose to use GMM instead of HMM for the anti-models. The simplified notations of anti-HMMs and anti-GMMs will be used henceforth. Initial and Final anti-models are treated separately in both clustering and training. The estimation of anti-model parameters is done by the Baum-Welsh re-estimation algorithm. The number of mixtures per state is determined empirically. In all experiments, the anti-models have 16 mixtures per state.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Acoustic Features
The acoustic features used in experiments are the melfrequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) which includes 12 cepstral coefficients together with the energy. The features are energy normalized and cepstral mean normalized based on each short-time segment. By including the first and second derivatives of the parameters, the final feature vectors have 39 components.
Speech Databases
The speech database used to train the SI target model is CUSENT [5], a database of Cantonese read sentences. The testing database contains a population of 50 Cantonese native speakers. Each of them is asked to record nine utterances corresponding to their registered profiles through microphone channel.
Experimental I
We frst conduct a VIV experiment in which up to three questions (K=3) are asked to each user. The questions are: "what is your mother's name?" and "What is your birth date?" and 'Which high school did you graduate !?om?" In this experiment, we compare the performance of the proposed anti-GMMs with the conventional antiHMMs. Here the target model is fixed as Tri-IF. The question sets are the same as in Experiment I. The results are given in Table 1 . It is observed that in terms of EER the anti-GMMs outperform anti-HMMs slightly in the case of one prompted question. The anti-GMM performs much better in terms of robust interval which represents the system's robustness. It is found that the optimal CI subword thresholds based on two antimodels are different.
In Chinese, the same sentence or word may be spoken in several different ways. For instance, "Day" in Chinese could be pronounced as "fl" or "W . Errors in time alignment will occur when the real content of an utterance doesn't exactly match the corresponding item in the user's profile. Intuitively, we can perform forced alignment for each possible. The one with the highest Iikelihood score is used for subsequent processing. In order to further evaluate and analyze the performance of the two anti-models, anther experiment on single utterance verification has been carried out.
Anti-model
Experimental U
In this experiment, it is assumed that only a single utterance is available for VIV decision. As said in Section 4.2, each of the 50 test speakers has nine utterances. In other words, for a particular claimant, there are nine claimant utterances and 4 9 x 9 impostor utterances. In total, there are 50 x 9 true utterances for the evaluation of false rejection errors and 50 x 49 x 9 wrong utterances for the evaluation of false acceptance errors. The target model is Tri-IF. The resulted detection error tradeoff curve is plotted as in Fig.2 . The use of CI anti-HMMs yields an EER of 1.69% (dotted line) while the system based on CI antiGMMs leads to an EER of 1.22% (solid line). Again, the anti-GMMs perform better than anti-HMMs.
For the CI anti-model of a particular subword cluster, the training data are subword units or phonemes from all the other clusters. These phonemes could be in any context. However, the sequencing of phonemes found in training data is not related to that found in the test data. Explicitly adding state transition probability may not be appropriate. Unlike HMMs, the GMMs don't attempt to capture the temporal aspects of the training data. In other words, the anti-GMMs are less constrained by the temporal structure of the subword units than the anti-HMMs. They model only the underlying distribution of acoustic observations [7] and each mixture of an anti-model could he viewed as representing one of other clusters, it is therefore more suitable for anti-modeling. Figure 3 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a Cantonese VIV system for automatic speaker authentication. Simulation results show that our system yields comparable performance with that of other VIV systems [1] [6] . When sequential utterance verification strategy is adopted, error-6ee performance could be achieved with a robust interval up to 15%. We propose to use antiGMMs which show the positive effect on experimental results. Preliminary analysis and explanation have been given. Our study indicates that Cantonese VIV technology is ready for real-world application.
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